
Ironworker
Accessories

Gauging Table Kit
3/8” x 12” x 16”, bolts to Pedestal Die Table, 

includes one short and one long fence, 
custom sizes available

Stripper 
Reducing Plate

Use with smaller punches and thinner material

Urethane 
Stripper

Ideal for sheet metal fabrication

48” Manual 
Back Gauge

Cut repeatable lengths of angle and flat stock

Heavy Duty 
Gauging Table Kit

1” x 12” x 16”, includes one short and 
one long fence, available in oversize

241 Punch Station
Ideal for punching large format 

and patterned holes

48” Auto Cut
Production cutting for 

repeatable lengths

Electric 
Stroke Control

Increase production from your punch, 
notch or shear stations

Pedestal Die Table
Punch leg-down angle 
Available in oversize

Shown without safety guards for clarity



Ironworker
Optional Tooling

Brake
In 7”, 8”, 10” and 12” lengths* — includes a 

standard “punch” and a four-way die for braking 
1/16”, 1/8”, 3/16”, and 1/4” material to a 90° angle

Angle Notcher
Tooling takes a precise 92° notch from the 
bottom leg of angle iron up to 3” x 3” x 1/4” 

maximum

Pipe Notcher
Designed for perfect saddle joint connections

in schedule-40 pipe 1/2” - 2” diam.
(schedule-80 available as special order)

Edwards Mfg. Co.  P.O. Box 166, Albert Lea, MN 56007

Shown without safety guards for clarity

Tooling to punch, notch and
cut fl ats, rounds, and angles.

Edwards Ironworkers
give you the capacity and 

fl exibility to power through the 
toughest fabrication jobs without 

exhausting your budget.

* Accessory size/capacity varies by machine

Coper/Notcher
Allows for a small “nibble” or a large notch
to be taken out of plate, bar stock, or angle*

Multi Shear
Angle Shear: 2” x 2” x 1/4”

Bar Shear: 1/4” x 6”
Rod Shear / Round: 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4”

Rod Shear / Square: 13/16”

Rod Shear
For a more precise cut on your round stock 

sizes 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 5/8”, 3/4”, 1”


